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T & P Office/Notice/A24/161                                Date: 28.02.2024 
 

Job Announcement of ARCADIS. 
 

The T&P Team wishes to inform about a career opportunity at ARCADIS.  ARCADIS would like to hire CSE, ECE & 

EEE from class of 2024 to join their team, with following eligibility criteria.  

 
1. BE / BTech (ECE ,EEE, IT, CSE streams) who are currently in 7th or 8th semester or who are going to 

enter 8th semester or who would be completing their degree in 2024. 
2. Score should be above 70% throughout ( 10th , 12th , till current) 
3. Internship program will be of 6-12 months depending on when the candidate would be graduating. 
4. Once candidates are screen shortlisted, they must go through the below interview rounds: 

                     i.SPARTAN Test (consists of Quantitative, Verbal, Coding and Logical reasoning based) also 
webcam is mandate for the test. 

                   ii.Technical Personal Interview Round (at office / Campus) 

                 iii.HR Round (at office / Campus) same day with tech round. 
5. During the internship program we will review the student’s performance and if he/ she is a high 

performer than we will absorb him/ her as a full-time employee . 
6. Stipend during the internship period will be 20,000 INR per month . Joining location will be Hyderabad. 
7. Depending on the performance of the candidate , we will convert them into FTE with Arcadis IBI. The 

compensation would be 7 lpa (inclusive of all bonuses but exclusive of perks &benefits) 
8. The candidate will be given an internship letter and PPO letter. They should join the organization 

immediately once they get the letter with the DOJ, else it will stand null and void. 
9. Once they are shortlisted, they should not sit for any other campus placement which is less than 2x of 

our offer. 
10. This will be complete Work from office role. 

 
 
How to Apply: If meet the eligibility criteria and interested about this opportunity, please apply through the Training 

& Placement Portal (https://tpcrt.rf.gd) by February 28, 2024, 3:00PM. 

 

Sd/- 

T & P Office 

Rajiv Gandhi University of Knowledge Technologies 


